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Egyptian Art 
•  Ancient Egyptian art is five thousand years old. It emerged 

and took shape in ancient Egypt, the civilization of the Nile 
Valley. Expressed in paintings and sculptures, it was highly 
symbolic and fascinating — this art form revolves round the 
past and was intended to keep history alive."

•  In a narrow sense, Ancient Egyptian art refers to the 
canonical 2D and 3D art developed in Egypt from 3000 BC 
and used until the 3rd century. It is to be noted that most 
elements of Egyptian art remained remarkably stable over 
the 3000 year period that represents the ancient civilization 
without strong outside influence. The same basic 
conventions and quality of observation started at a high 
level and remained near that level over the period."
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Character and Style 
•  Homeometric regularity, keen observation and exact representation of 

actual life and nature, and strict conformity to a set of rules regarding 
representation of three dimensional forms dominated the character and 
style of the art of ancient Egypt. Completeness and exactness were 
preferred to prettiness and cosmetic representation. 

•  Because of the highly religious nature of Ancient Egyptian civilization, 
many of the great works of Ancient Egypt depict gods, goddesses, and 
Pharaohs, who were also considered divine.  

•  Ancient Egyptian art is characterized by the idea of order. Clear and 
simple lines combined with simple shapes and flat areas of color helped 
to create a sense of order and balance in the art of ancient Egypt. Ancient 
Egyptian artists used vertical and horizontal reference lines in order to 
maintain the correct proportions in their work. Political and religious, as 
well as artistic order, was also maintained in Egyptian art. In order to 
clearly define the social hierarchy of a situation, figures were drawn to 
sizes based not on their distance from the painter's point of view but on 
relative importance. For instance, the Pharaoh would be drawn as the 
largest figure in a painting no matter where he was situated, and a greater 
God would be drawn larger than a lesser god. 
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/Symbolism 
•  Symbolism also played an important role in establishing a 

sense of order. Symbolism, ranging from the Pharaoh's 
regalia (symbolizing his power to maintain order) to the 
individual symbols of Egyptian gods and goddesses, was 
omnipresent in Egyptian art. Animals were usually also 
highly symbolic figures in Egyptian art. Color, as well, had 
extended meaning— Blue and green represented the Nile 
and life; yellow stood for the sun god; and red 
represented power and vitality. The colors in Egyptian 
artifacts have survived extremely well over the centuries 
because of Egypt's dry climate. Despite the stilted form 
caused by a lack of perspective, ancient Egyptian art is 
often highly realistic. Ancient Egyptian artists often show a 
sophisticated knowledge of anatomy and a close attention 
to detail, especially in their renderings of animals."
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Art Forms 
"Ancient Egyptian art forms are 
characterized by regularity and detailed 
depiction of human beings and of nature, 
and, were intended to provide company to 
the deceased in the “other world”. Artistsʼ 
endeavored to preserve everything of the 
present time as clearly and permanently as 
possible. Completeness took precedence 
over prettiness. Some art forms present an 
extraordinarily vivid representation of the 
time and the life, as the ancient Egyptian 
life was lived thousand of years before. 
Egyptian art in all forms obeyed one law: 
the mode of representing man, nature and 
the environment remained almost the same 
for thousands of years and the most 
admired artists were those who replicated 
most admired styles of the past. 
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Architecture 
•  Ancient Egyptian architects used both sun-dried and kiln-baked bricks, fine 

sandstone, limestone and granite. Absence of trees prevented extensive use of 
woods as building materials. Architects carefully planned all their work, as the 
stones had to fit precisely together and the construction was without the use of 
mortar. Ramps were used to allow workmen to move up as the height of the 
construction grew. When the top of the structure was completed, the artists 
decorated from the top down, removing ramp sand as they moved down."

•  Over a period of time, primitive structures of clay and reeds matured, and there 
emerged magnificent monumental structures of granite, with very thick walls. The 
massive sloping exterior walls contained only few small openings. Hieroglyphic 
and pictorial carvings in brilliant colors were abundantly used to decorate the 
structures, including many motifs, like the scarab, sacred beetle, the solar disk and 
the vulture."

•  The belief in existence of life beyond death resulted into mammoth and impressive 
architectural style to house the mummified bodies. Construction of a burial 
monument commenced as soon as a pharaoh was named, and continued till he 
was deceased. Some constructions are very large and finely decorated, while 
some are relatively small like King Tutankhamenʼs tomb, as he died very young. 
Another interesting aspect of ancient Egyptian architecture is that no structural 
support was provided, except the strength and balance of the structure itself."
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Pottery 
•  Ancient Egyptians used steatite ( some varieties 

were called soapstone) and carved small pieces of 
vases, amulets, images of deities, of animals and 
several other objects. Ancient Egyptian artists also 
discovered the art of covering pottery with enamel. 
Covering by enamel was also applied to some stone 
works."

•  Different types of pottery items were deposited in 
burial chambers of the dead. Some such pottery 
items represented interior parts of the body, like the 
heart and the lungs, the liver and smaller intestines , 
which were removed before embalming. A large 
number of smaller objects in enamel pottery were 
also deposited with the dead. It was customary to 
place on the walls of the tombs rows of pottery, about 
six to ten inches tall, on which were engraved or 
impressed legends relating to the dead occupants of 
the tombs. These cones usually contained the names 
of the deceased, their titles, offices which they held, 
and some expressions appropriate to funeral 
purposes."
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Sculpture 
•  The ancient art of Egyptian sculpture evolved to represent the 

ancient Egyptian gods, and Pharaohs, the divine kings and 
queens, in physical form. Massive and magnificent statues 
were built to represent gods and famous kings and queens. 
These statues were intended to give eternal life to the “god” 
kings and queens, as also to enable the subjects to see them 
in physical forms."

•  Very strict conventions were followed while crafting statues: 
male statues were darker than the female ones; in seated 
statues, hands were required to be placed on knees and 
specific rules governed appearance of every Egyptian god. 
For example, the sky god (Horus) was essentially to be 
represented with a falconʼs head, the god of funeral rites 
(Anubis) was to be always shown with a jackalʼs head. Artistic 
works were ranked according to exact compliance with all the 
conventions, and the conventions were followed so strictly 
that over three thousand years, very little changed in the 
appearance of statutes."
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People. boats. and animals. detail. Predynastic.  c. 3500-3200 BCE 
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The Unification of Egypt 
•  The political consolidation of Egypt (Lower Egypt- North 

and Upper Egypt-Right), occurred around 3000BCE 
•  This event marked the rise of the first dynasty of 

pharaohs. 29 such dynasties would follow - with shifts in 
lineage occasioned by the absence of heirs or by violent 
upheaval -  before Egypt fell subject to the Greeks under 
Alexander.  

•  The word pharaoh means “great house” and one of the 
missions of the first pharaohs was to establish their 
spiritual supremacy over all the other influential houses 
in the land. 

•  Although it is unclear who was responsible for the 
unification, Egyptian tradition tells of a God-king Menes 
identified as King Narmer (leader of upper Egypt who 
extended his domain to lower Egypt). He is credited for 
the unification. 



13 Palette of King Narmer. from Hierakonpolis. Predynastic.  c. 3000-2920 BCE 
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Palette of King Narmer 
•  At the top of each side of the palette are two 

heads of the goddess Hathor. 
•  Hieroglyph of Narmer’s name imprinted between 

Hathor heads. 
•  Back side: King wearing the crown of Upper 

Egypt is depicted slaying an enemy. Official is 
carrying his sandals. 

•  Similar imagery seen in the Hierakonpolis mural.  
•  Above right is a falcon w/human hands, 

symbolizing Horus, the king’s protector. Horus 
holds a man captive. The papyrus plant stands 
for lower Egypt. 
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Palette of King Narmer conti.  

                             Back                                                   Front 

•  Front: The intertwined 
necks of the two felines 
may symbolize the 
unification of Egypt. 

•  Top register Narmer is 
wearing the red crown of 
lower Egypt.  

•  He observes the rows of 
the beheaded men.  

•  The King’s supreme 
stregnth is depicted in 
lowest register: Bull 
destroying the city walls of 
a rebellious city.  



16 IMHOTEP. Stepped pyramid and mortuary precinct of Djoser.  Saqqara.  Dyn 3.  c. 2630-2611 BCE 
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Mastabas:  section.  plan and restored view 
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Mastaba: The Stepped Pyramid and mortuary precint at 
Djoser, Saqqara, ca. 2630 - 2611 BCE  

•  Arabic for “Bench” 
•  Standard tomb type in early Egypt. It is a rectangular 

brick or stone structure w/sloping sides erected over 
an underground burial chamber.  

•  Led to the first pyramid at Saqqara (ancient 
necropolis), Egypt designed by IMHOTEP, the royal 
builder of King Djoser of the 3rd dynasty.  He was 
also the pharaoh’s chancellor and high priest of the 
sun god.  

•  Each of its faces oriented toward one of the cardinal 
points of the compass.  

•  First grandiose royal tomb. 
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The Stepped Pyramid 
•  IMHOTEP took the mastaba to new heights. 
•  He built (6) matabas of diminishing size, one on the 

other. 
•  A sacred text described it as: “ A staircase to heaven is 

laid for him (the king) so that he may mount up to heaven 
thereby”. 

•  Pyramid rose to 204 ft. and measured 413 x 344 ft. at its 
base. 

•  A wide central shaft led underground from the base of 
the pyramid to the king’s granite burial chamber, which 
was flanked by galleries crammed w/funerary offering 
held in more than 40,000 stone vases.  
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IMHOTEP. Restored plan and view of mortuary precinct of Djoser.  Saqqara.  Dyn III 



21 IMHOTEP. Façade of North Palace 
of mortuary precinct of Djoser.  Saqqara.  Dyn 3. c. 2630-2611 BCE 



22 IMHOTEP. Columnar entrance corridor to mortuary precinct of Djoser.  
Saqqara. Dyn 3. c. 2630-2611 BCE 
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Great Pyramids.  Gizeh.  Dyn 4 
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Great Pyramids 
•  The Giza Necropolis stands on the Giza Plateau, on the outskirts of 

Cairo, Egypt. This complex of ancient monuments is located some 
eight km inland into the desert from the old town of Giza on the Nile, 
some 20 km southwest of Cairo city centre. This Ancient Egyptian 
necropolis consists of the Pyramid of Khufu (also known as the 
Great Pyramid and the Pyramid of Cheops), the somewhat smaller 
Pyramid of Khafre (or Kephren), and the relatively modest-sized 
Pyramid of Menkaure (or Mykerinus), along with a number of smaller 
satellite edifices, known as "queens" pyramids, and the Great 
Sphinx.The pyramids, which were built in the Fourth Dynasty, testify 
to the power of the pharaonic religion and state. The Great Pyramid, 
which was probably completed c. 2580 BC, is the oldest and largest 
of the pyramids, and is the only surviving monument of the Seven 
Wonders of the Ancient World. The pyramid of Khafre is believed to 
have been completed around 2532 BCE, at the end of Khafre's 
reign. "
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Conti. 
•  The date of construction of Menkaure's pyramid is unknown, 

because Menkaure's reign has not been accurately defined, but it 
was probably completed sometime during the 
26th century BC.Karnak== The temple complex of Karnak is located 
on the banks of the River Nile some 2.5 km north of Luxor. It 
consists of four main parts, the Precinct of Amon-Re, the 
Precinct of Montu, the Precinct of Mut and the 
Temple of Amenhotep IV (dismantled), as well as a few smaller 
temples and sanctuaries located outside the enclosing walls of the 
four main parts, and several avenues of ram-headed sphinxes 
connecting the Precinct of Mut, the Precinct of Amon-Re and Luxor 
Temple.The key difference between Karnak and most of the other 
temples and sites in Egypt is the length of time over which it was 
developed and used. Construction work began in the 
16th century BC. all of the 900 sons of rameses 2 contributed to the 
buildings, enabling it to reach a size, complexity and diversity not 
seen elsewhere. Few of the individual features of Karnak are 
unique, but the size and number of features is overwhelming"
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Great Pyramids.  Gizeh.  Dyn 4 
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Pyramid of Khufu.  section drawing.  Gizeh. 
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Model of the pyramid complex, Gizeh.  Dyn 4 
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The Great Sphinx.  Gizeh.  Dyn IV.  c. 2520-2494 BCE 



30 The Great Sphinx.  Gizeh.  Dyn IV.  c. 2520-2494 BCE – Khaefre 
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Khafre (front).  Dyn IV.   

c. 2520-2494 BCE  



32 Khafre (front).  Dyn IV.  
c. 2520-2494 BCE 



33 Khafre (right side).  Dyn 
IV.  
 c. 2520-2494 BCE 



34 Khafre. Dyn IV.   
c. 2520-2494 BCE 



35 Menkaure and Khamerernebty.  
Dyn IV.  c. 2490-2472 BCE 
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Seated scribe (Kay?).   
Dyn V.  c. 2450-2350 BCE 



37 Seated scribe (Kay?).  Dyn 
V.  c. 2450-2350 BCE 
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Ka-Aper.  from his mastaba at 
Saqqara.  
Dyn V.  c. 2450-2350 BCE 
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Relief of Ti watching hippopotamus hunt. Dyn V.  c. 2450-2350 BCE 
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Goats treading seed and cattle fording canal.  Mastaba of Ti.  Saqqara.  Dyn 5.  c. 2450-2350 BCE 
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Fragmentary head of Senusret III.  Dyn XII.  c. 1860 BCE 
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Rock-cut tombs.  Beni Hasan.  Dyn XII.  c. 1950-1900 BCE 
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Interior hall of rock-cut tomb of Amenemhet.  Beni Hasan.  Dyn 12.  c. 1950-1900 BCE 
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SENMUT. Mortuary temple of Hatshepsut.  Deir el-Bahri.  Dyn 18.  c. 1473-1458 BCE 
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Hatshepsut with offering jars.  from 
upper court of her mortuary temple.   
Deir el-Bahri.   c. 1473-1458 BCEe 3-22 
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Temple of Ramses II.  Abu Simbel (now relocated).  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 
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Temple of Ramses II.  Abu Simbel (now relocated).  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 



48 Temple of Ramses II.  Abu Simbel (now relocated).  
Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 

Cultural Documentation, Ltd. 
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Interior of Temple of Ramses II.  Abu Simbel (now relocated).  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 
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Interior of Temple of Ramses II.  Abu Simbel (now relocated).  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 
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Restored view of Temple of Amen-Re.  Karnak.  beg. 15th C BCE 
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Plan of Temple of Amen-Re.  Karnak.  beg. 15th C BCE 
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Hypostyle hall.  temple of Amen-Re.  Karnak.  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 
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Model of hypostyle hall.  temple of Amen-Re.  Karnak.  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1224 BCE 
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Temple of Amen-Mut-Khonsu.  Luxor 
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Figure 3-28  Temple of Horus, 
Edfu, Egypt, ca. 237–47 BCE.  

Temple of Horus.  Edfu. c. 237-47 BCE 



57 Senmut with Princess Nefrua.  
Dyn 18.  c. 1470-1460 BCE 
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Fowling scene.  from tomb of Nebamun.  Thebes.  Dyn 18.  c. 1400-1350 BCE 
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Musicians and Dancers.  detail from tomb of Nebamun. Dyn 18.  c. 1400-1350 BCE 



60 Akhenaton.  from temple of Amen-Re.  
Karnak.  Dyn 18.  c. 1353-1335 BCE 



61 Akhenaton. detail.  
Dyn 18.   c. 1353-1335 BCE 
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THUTMOSE.  Nefertiti.  Dyn 18.  c. 1353-1335 BCE 
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THUTMOSE.  Nefertiti.  Dyn 18.  c. 1353-1335 BCE 



64 THUTMOSE.  Nefertiti. 
Dyn.18.1353-1335 BCE 



65 Tiye.  from Gurob.  
Dyn 18. c.1353-1335 BCE  
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Akhenaton, Nefertiti, and three daughters,  from Tell el-Amarna.  Dyn 18.  c. 1353-1335 BCE 
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Smenkhkare and Meritaten (?).  from Tell el-Amarna.  Dyn 18.  c. 1335 BCE 
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Innermost coffin of Tutankhamen.  Dyn 18.  c. 1323 BCE  



69 Death mask of Tutankhamen.  
Dyn 18.  c. 1323 BCE 



70 
Painted chest.  from tomb of Tutankhamen, Thebes.  Dyn 18 



71 Painted chest. Detail of left end with king in the guise of two sphnixes  from tomb 
of Tutankhamen, Thebes.  Dyn 18 
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Last judgement of Hu-Nefer.  from his tomb at Thebes.  Dyn 19.  c. 1290-1280 BCE 
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Mentemhet.  from Karnak.  
Dyn 26.  c. 650 BCE 


